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New Single Release: Saving Grace – Pauly Fagan
June 16, 2017: Navan, Co. Meath – Pauly Fagan releases new single “Saving Grace” from his
upcoming album.
“Saving Grace” was written by Pauly Fagan about the internal struggles between pessimism and
optimism, love and loss. The emptiness following a broken heart leads to self-evaluation and
eventually a healing. For Pauly, it is the music that heals – his saving grace.
“When I wrote the song, I was working so hard and felt like everything was a struggle. I had to take a
step back and came to realise I already had what I really needed – the music”, said Pauly.
The song has a light island feel like you have been on holiday and can finally breathe.
The single is available for purchase on iTunes and Amazon.

About Pauly Fagan: Born in Ireland and living in Navan, Co. Meath; he is a young artist on the music scene. A prolific
young songwriter and performer Pauly will include “Saving Grace” on his upcoming album due later this year.
www.paulyfagan.com
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Bio & Background to “Saving Grace”
Pauly Fagan is a prolific singer and songwriter. His music and the stories
he writes are about the challenges we face and how we deal with them.
Often about love and day‐to‐day life; his music takes the audience on the
journey with him through the ups and downs of everyday struggles. His
powerful voice and wonderful harmonies amaze audiences. He loves to
be in front of a crowd, engaging them with his musical ability playing a
variety of instruments.
2016 was a busy year with the release of his first studio album DEEPER.
He traveled all over Ireland performing live to welcoming audiences all
the while writing new songs and jamming with other musicians. Based in
Navan, Co. Meath, Pauly has supported many charities performing at
Oxjam, Big Viking Picnic, Earthfest, Women’s Aid Ireland and most
recently a fundraiser for Syrian refugees. 2017 has been busy so far and
there is no stopping Pauly’s momentum.
Pauly wrote “Saving Grace” as an honest reflection of personal loss and
the darkness that holds your heart still. The lyrics reflect the helpless
feelings that come with the death of a loved one, the end of a relationship
and the efforts to pick yourself up and move on. “Saving Grace” for Pauly is the music itself not a person.
He recently signed a publishing deal with Universal Music and a record deal with AGR Television Records.
The summer will be busy with all the gigs and festivals plus Pauly is currently writing and recording for his upcoming
album due for release later this year.
Pauly is also the host of the "O" Sessions which promotes Irish musicians and their original music.
He loves performing and audiences love him.
To see more about Pauly visit – www.paulyfagan.com
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SAVING GRACE
Maybe I’m going to let me down,
Lately I’m only on the ground,
You`ve got to lift yourself up,
You`ve got to lift yourself up...
So take me from this retched soulless place,
Lend me a hand I need a saving grace,
Oh I wish I didn't let you know,
That I’m the one who`s always loved you so...
Maybe if I had you,
I`d be in a better place,
Yes maybe if I had you,
My heart would only be feeling safe,
Because all I want is to kiss your face,
Yes all I need is my saving grace,
And the shadows in the night catch up on me,
They’re the only ones who know inside I`m empty,
That`s when I fall, that`s when I fall.....
And milky stares but I`m unaware,
I`m breaking this body for too many years,
Oh I’m trying to distract,
Pretending that I don`t really care...
But maybe if I had you,
I`d be in a better place,
Yes maybe if I had you,
My heart would only be feeling safe,
And the weight on these shoulders tries to drag me down,
But I fight it like a dog that just won`t lie down.
That`s when Ii climb these walls, that`s when I climb these walls,
And it’s taken its toll every single dawn,
I`m moving along someday I`ll be strong,
I`m going to write this world a song,
Who knows maybe it`ll be a number one,
But maybe if I had you,
I`d be in a better place,
Yes maybe if I had you,
My heart would only be feeling safe,
Because all I want is to kiss your face,
Yes all I need is my saving grace,
Yes all I want is to kiss your face.
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